Algebras have always played a critical role in Unifying Theories of Programming, especially in their role in providing the "laws" of programming. The algebraic laws form a triad with two other forms, namely operational and denotational semantics. In this paper we demonstrate that algebras are not just for providing external laws for reasoning about programs. In addition, they can be very beneficial for assisting in the development of theoretical models, most notably denotational semantics. We refer to the algebras used to develop a denotational model as "inner algebras", while the resulting algebraic semantics we consider to be an "outer algebra". In this paper we present a number of inner algebras that arose in the development of a fully compositional denotational semantics, called UTCP, for shared-state concurrency. We explore how these algebras helped to develop (and debug!) the theory, and discuss how they may assist in the ultimate aim of exposing the outer algebra of UTCP, which we expect to be very similar to Concurrent Kleene Algebra.
Introduction
The work reported here has been inspired by the "Views" paper [9] , which describes how a range of approaches to reasoning about shared-variable concurrency can be mapped down onto instantiations of commutative semi-groups and monoids. The paper introduced a simple language of syntactic commands, and used it as a baseline to connect a wide variety of formal approaches to concurrency. Approaches covered in [9] include various Separation logics [8] , typetheories, Owicki-Gries [20] , and Rely-Guarantee [17] , among others. Our intention in developing a UTP semantics of this command language is to be able to use it as a foundation on which to build UTP theories of the above approaches that will be easy to link together. In effect we hope to use the results of the Views paper as a conceptual architecture to organise our work.
Work we did developing a denotational semantics called "Unifying Theory of Concurrent Programs" (UTCP), for the Views command language, using nearhomogeneous relations [6] , exposed the need for well-defined semantic building blocks, with very well defined properties. Validating the theory as it was developed required a lot of test calculations, to uncover its final form, to such an extent that a rapid "prototyping" calculator was developed to assist in this endeavour [5] . This calculator depended crucially on having well-defined laws and algebras for the semantic building blocks. We use the adjective "inner" to refer to these, and the term "outer" applies to the top-level laws and algebras of the language that is under study.
Most investigations into the relationship between algebraic, and denotational or operational semantics for a language focus on how they relate at the top-level (e.g., [26, 25] ). In this paper, we focus mainly on those small inner algebras that are very helpful in producing a denotational semantics, against which an (outer) algebraic semantics may be compared.
We next present background material in Section 2 on the Views command language, and other approaches to the semantics of shared-state concurrency. In Section 3 we give a high level overview of the architecture of UTCP, explaining why we have the inner algebras that we do. In Section 4 we explore the inner algebra and laws of UTCP, which we then follow up on in Section 5 with discussion of the state of the outer theory. In Section 6 we look at related work, with an emphasis on those in which there is clear evidence of these inner algebras or laws. Finally, we conclude (Section 7).
Background

View Command Language
The baseline command language from the Views paper assumes an abstract notion of shared state s, and a notion of atomic actions a that non-deterministically modify s. The language syntax then takes atomic commands augmented with skip as a building block and introduces operators for sequencing (; ;), choice (+), parallel composition ( ) and iteration ( * ), where all choices are non-deterministic [9] :
C ::= a | skip | C ;; C | C + C | C C | C * work in this area having been done by de Boer [1] and Brookes [2] . This resulted in semantics based on the notion of transition traces (TT), which are sequences of state-pairs. A state pair (s a , s b ) denotes the occurrence of some atomic action that transformed state s a into state s b . A transition trace is a sequence of such pairs, with no requirement for the second state of one pair to match the first state of the next. So, if s i for i ∈ 1 . . . 4 denotes four different states, then (s 1 , s 2 ), (s 3 , s 4 ) is valid. It states that the command to which it refers first altered s 1 to s 2 , and then something else in the environment ran, changing the state to s 3 along the way, so that when the command resumed to perform its second atomic action, it saw s 3 , which it duly converted to s 4 . This is basically how the interference of the environment is modelled. The denotational semantics of a command is a set of such traces, with three important healthiness conditions that describe closures: So the semantics is a set of transition traces closed by adding every possible stuttering action, all possible mumblings, and all possible interference by any possible environment. With the exception of the semantics of a single atomic action, these are all infinitely large sets of traces. These closed sets are fine, when their purpose is to prove that the desired algebraic laws hold for the language under consideration. There is a UTP treatment of Views by van Staden [23] in which he makes use of finite transition traces within an operational calculus. Another interesting approach to a denotational semantics for shared state concurrency was that reported by Lamport [18] . It is based on the use of temporal logic along with five key ideas, some his, some from others:
1. Being able to identify "who" performs an action 2. Statement assertions true only if true of every program containing that statement. 3. Being able to transform an assertion about a statement into one about a larger statement that contains it. 4. Defining relations between control points as aliasing relations among variables. 5. Allowing stuttering actions, to facilitate decomposing atomic actions.
The UTCP theory we describe here was developed before Lamport's work was discovered, but it is interesting to note how our semantics required the rediscovery of concepts analogous to some of the ideas above.
UTP Action Semantics
A UTP semantics for parallel programming (UTPP) was developed by Woodcock and Hughes [24] , that considered a language that required all atomic actions, and some instances of composite commands to have unique labels. They mapped the language into an action system, where every atomic command became a guarded action, with the guard asserting that the action's label was "enabled", this being modelled by it being present in a global label-set ls. Each guarded action, when enabled, would perform its atomic state-change, remove its enabling label from ls and then add in labels to enable other guarded actions. In effect, the global label set was used to manage flow of control. This theory has the following observations:
An atomic action, described as a relation a : State ↔ State with label go, followed by some "after-label" next (say) would exhibit the following behaviour:
An action-system is a loop that makes a non-deterministic choice, on each iteration, of one of the currently enabled actions to run. The chosen action will change the state, disable itself, and enable something else.
Approach
Our goal for a UTP semantics was to obtain one that was not only compositional (denotational), but was also "local", in the sense that the semantics would only talk about the behaviour of the command under consideration, without being required to also explicitly mention all possible interference. This goal was inspired by the success of separation logic at being able to scale to automatically check very large codebases for pointer errors [21] . A key enabler of that success is that separation logic allows the reasoner to focus on the few pointers actually being manipulated by a program, rather than having to consider (or quantify over) all possible heaps. We now present a high-level overview of how UTCP is structured, using a simple running example, where a, b and c are arbitrary atomic actions:
The occurrence of action c will be non-deterministically interleaved with those of a and b. Action a will occur before action b. The three possible action sequences (traces) we might observe, assuming no outside interference, are: Here we have represented the sequences using sequential composition (;) which is typically defined in UTP, using O to stand for all observation variables, as: This then raises the question of why we use ;; in our command syntax for sequencing. The simple reason is that ;; is not sequential composition as defined in Eqn. 5, because that definition not only requires the starting state of Q to be the ending state of P , but it also implies that no interference can occur between the end of P and the start of Q. In our example, an execution of c can come between a and b . In effect, in any programming language that admits concurrent threads and shared variables, the semantics of sequencing (;;) is not sequential composition as defined above. Instead, it is a form of "loose" sequencing in that its first component must terminate before the second can start, but it places no constraints on how the state might be altered in between.
Labels and Generators
We provide a semantics based on shared-state s and control-flow label-sets ls, in a fashion similar to Eqn. 3. This explains why we use a to denote the atomic command that performs atomic state-change a, as the latter modifies only s, while the former modifies both s and ls. Unlike UTPP, we do not have explicit labels in our command syntax, but instead we allow the semantic rules to generate appropriate unique labels, in a very controlled fashion.
We assume that two label-valued observation variables are associated with every command (atomic or composite), called in and out. The command starts executing when the label that is the value of in is put into the global label set ls. As the command executes, label in will be removed from ls, and eventually, as the command terminates, label out will appear in ls . The simplest instance of this is an atomic action, represented symbolically in Fig. 1 , with a simplified version of its behaviour shown in Eqn. 5
The term above is quite complex, so we introduce a the following shorthand, where E and N are label-sets, and a is an atomic action:
We typically write E or N by listing the labels, without full set-notation, writing A(in|a|out) rather than A({in}|a|{out}).
In order to give semantics to composite commands, we need to utilise a way to generate labels that guarantees their uniqueness. We require two ways to use any given generator G : Gen: one that generates a label and a new generator (new : Gen → Lbl × Gen), while the other splits a generator into two (split : Gen → Gen × Gen). We frequently wish to single out one or other of the components of the result pairs of both the above functions, and so have defined a very compact shorthand notation. G ∈ Gen ::= g the "root" generator | G : generator after label produced from G | G 1 first generator from split of G | G 2 second generator from split of G L ∈ Lbl ::= G label produced by generator G So, for example, g:2 is shorthand for:
Here Gen is an unusual expression language in that it has only one variable g, and three postfix operators, : , 1 , and 2 . Even more unusual is the label expression language Lbl, which consists solely of the application of prefix function to a generator, to get the label it generates. Given a generator G we can (i) get a new label and generator: G → ( G , G : ), or (ii) split a generator: G → (G 1 , G 2 ).
Semantics with Generators
The way we use generators in our semantics is to introduce a new observation variable g that denotes a label generator that is available. The intuition behind its use is that a composite construct will use g to generate labels for its own use, and split it and pass the resulting generators into its subcomponents. Passing generator G into sub-component P is simply achieved using substitution: P [G/g]. In general, a composite may also need to add some control-flow actions, which modify ls, but do not alter s. These perform an identity action (ii) on state:
Let us now consider sequencing a and b . In effect, we want to arrange it so that the out label of a is the same as the in label of b . We do this by taking generator g, and applying the prefix operator to obtain label g , which then is substituted appropriately. We then take the disjunction of the two modified atomic actions, which treats both actions as being part of a non-deterministic choice, as is done in UTPP [24] .
This is not the full picture as there are healthiness conditions to be applied, and one of them is decidedly non-trivial in its effects. These will be presented and discussed later. Now, consider putting c in parallel with a ;; b . We show the general case for arbitrary commands P and Q in Fig. 2 . In effect we split a generator, denoted by g into two (g 1 , g 2 ), generate two labels from each to replace the in and out of P and Q and then add two special control-flow actions. The first replaces the in label for the parallel construct as a whole, by the two generated in-labels (l g1 , l g2 ). The second replaces the two generated out-labels (l g1: , l g2: ) by the out label of the whole construct. In essence, given P and Q to be put into parallel, we make use 1 of the following disjunction of two control actions and the two components with appropriate label and generator substitutions:
In our running example, P would be our semantics for a ;; b and Q would be c . The latter, after substitution, would appear as A(l g2 |c|l g2 ). The former will contain A(l g1 |a| g1:: ) and A( g1:: |b|l g1: ), as well as extra components introduced by the healthiness conditions.
Static and Dynamic Observables
In summary, in addition to observables s, s , ls, ls , we have added in, out, and g. However, this new trio of variables is quite distinct in character, in that they are used within composites to put sub-components into context, by performing substitutions on generators and labels. This contextualisation is static, in that it depends on the structure of the program, and it does not change over time. By contrast, observables like s and ls are dynamic: they track observables whose values change over time. This distinction is key to making the semantics work.
We now proceed to define sequential composition in our theory in the standard way, provided that we only reference dynamic variables:
We can also introduce our notion of Skip (II ) which is an identity for sequential composition:
No mention is made in either of the above definitions of in, out, or g -these are static, and have no dashed counterparts.
We can now present a complete definition of the alphabet of UTCP predicates: s, s : State ls, ls : PLbl in, out : Lbl g : Gen
Wheels-within-Wheels
Another point to note is that our semantics converts any command into a large disjunction (non-deterministic choice) of atomic and control-flow actions, which precisely correspond to the guarded actions produced in the UTPP semantics [24] . In UTPP, a predicate transformer (run) is applied to the disjunction which initialises the ls and then iterates until/if a distinguished termination label appears in it, generating all possible complete execution traces. This disjunction, produced by both UTPP and UTCP, is static, and in UTPP, run effectively produces the dynamic behaviour. In UTCP, we wanted the predicates generated at every level to capture both static structure, and dynamic behaviour. The intuition was to find a way to "run" at every level in a command program. Each atomic action would be trying to spin continually, awakening when its in label appeared in the label set ls. We need a healthiness condition, to ensure that atomic actions within iterations "stay alive", which basically says the possible behaviour of a command is logically equivalent to making a non-deterministic choice to iterate it zero or more times This healthiness condition has to be applied to the semantics of every command, atomic and composite, leading us to call it "Wheels within Wheels" (WwW). Getting the definition of WwW right was a major challenge, that drove the development of the rapid-prototype calculator reported in [5] . The key was that we needed to iterate P ∨ II , which effectively means adding in the possibility of a stuttering step everywhere, leading to the following definition:
One key observation here is that with UTCP we need fairly ubiquitous stuttering, just as found in the other compositional theories discussed earlier. Another somewhat striking observation is that we produce a potentially infinite disjunction of P sequentially composed with itself multiple times! This presents quite a challenge for the use of this semantics, and was a key motivation for the UTP Calculator development [5] , but it is key to making things work. Given iterationfree programs, the number of iterations actually required is bounded. Importantly, for a healthiness condition, WwW is indeed both idempotent and monotonic:
Label Healthiness
We also need some healthiness conditions on labels, generators, and the global label-set ls. One, "Disjoint labels" (DL), requires that in = out, and neither in nor out appear in labs(g). We introduce more shorthand, using {L 1 |L 2 | . . . |L n } for L 1 L 2 · · · L n , and using G as a shorthand for labs(g) in a context where a label-set is expected rather than a generator. This allows us to write the disjoint label condition as {in|g|out}. This is a static invariant that needs to be satisfied by all healthy P :
Another, "Label Exclusivity" (LE), requires that labels in, out can never occur together in ls, and also never when any member of labs(g) is present. Again, we introduce a shorthand [L 1 |L 2 | . . . |L n ] which asserts for any two different L i and L j , that L i ∩ ls = ∅ =⇒ L j ∩ ls = ∅. We also use [L 1 |L 2 | . . . |L n ] to denote the above assertion with ls replaced by ls throughout. This is now a dynamic invariant that needs to be satisfied by all healthy P :
Both DL and LE are clearly idempotent and monotonic w.r.t refinement.
We can now define a top-level healthiness condition called W:
So our full definitions of a and P Q, and the other constructs, for completeness, can now be shown in Fig. 3 . 
Fig. 3. Command semantics in UTCP
In the following sections, we look at in more detail to uncover the laws and algebras that underpin the semantics just described.
Inner Algebras
Here we present some of the algebras and laws that characterise the underlying semantic domains of UTCP.
Labels and Generators
We need to be sure that however we implement, or model, label generation, that we are sure that unique labels are produced. We can give a minimal specification by positing a function labs that takes a generator as input, and returns the set of all labels it could possibly generate, and then requiring that: (i) any label produced from a call to new can never occur in the modified generator returned by that call, and (ii) the two generators produced by split have disjoint label-sets:
There is a simple way to model/interpret such generators and labels that automatically satisfies the above requirements, plus the following stricter one ( is disjoint union):
We simply take labels and generators to be generator expressions themselves, interpreted as strings starting with 'g' and followed by zero or more ':', '1', and '2'. The operator returns the generator string as the label. The :, 1, and 2 operators append ':', '1', and '2' respectively to the end of the generator string 2 . The advantages of this are two-fold. First, it's simple to describe (and implement,if needed), compared to trying to produce labels as natural numbers (say), that satisfy the requirements above. In particular, there is no need to have a central pool of already generated labels that can be accessed by all the generators that result from new and splits. Secondly, this interpretation of labels as sequences of symbols that basically record how they were generated from some 'root' generator g, gives us a very easy way to support some of the ideas of Lamport [18] , (notably 1,3, and 4, on p3). Given a top-level command P that mentions atomic action A( G |a| G: ), then G, as a string, identifies the path from the top-level down to that atomic action, so answering the "who" question (idea 1). Performing a substitution of G a for g in
is equivalent to generator string concatentation, resulting in G ab . Given two generator strings G p and G q associated with commands P and Q say, we can answer questions such as: (i) is P a sub-component of Q (G q a prefix of G p )? or (ii) do P and Q have a parent component in common, other than the top-level (G p and G q have a common prefix)? A key point to understand about the semantics is that the way substitutions for g, in and out are used maintains this simple relationship between components and sub-components, which makes it easy to facilitate Lamport's idea 3.
Ground Expressions
The distinction between the dynamic observables (s,s ,ls,ls ) and the static ones (in,out,g) is crucial. In particular, the relationship between substitution and sequential composition is key. Consider applying a substitution σ to the results of a sequential composition of P and Q. On what circumstances should substitution distribute in through such a composition?
If σ involves dynamic observations, then this should clearly not hold. However, all the substitutions in our semantics are used to modify labels in a systematic way down through a sub-component. So if σ only involves static observations, then we do want this distributive property.
Another is issue is our use of the healthiness condition WwW in our semantics. This effectively replaces P by a nondeterministic iteration of P ∨ II , which performs an arbitrary number (zero or more) of sequential compositions. We want certain predicates, and substitutions, to distribute through WwW.
To this end, we first define the notion of a ground term, as one that only refers to the static observables g, in, and out. A notable example from our semantics is the invariant {in|g|out} associated with the DL healthiness condition.
Ground predicates K distribute freely through semantic sequential composition:
These are all an easy consequence of the way in which we defined sequential composition to only involve the dynamic observables. We also note that sequential composition is idempotent on ground predicates, which clearly indicates that the observables in, out, and g, are truly unchanging.
Finally, we can show that ground predicates K freely distribute in and out of WwW:
A ground substitution γ is one where the target variables are static, and all the replacement terms (G, I, O) are ground. Such a substitution will have the following most general form:
A key property of ground substitutions is that they distribute through sequential composition (and also have no effect on II ):
They also distribute into the label-set healthiness conditions.
We also have the result that the composition of two ground substitutions is itself ground:
Sound Substitutions
Consider the ground substitution [g, g , g /g, in, out] applied to the label disjointedness assertion {in|g|out}. We obtain the result { g |g| g }, which violates the DL healthiness condition. To prevent this we need the notion of a sound substitution ς, which is a ground substitution where the three replacement expressions themselves collectively satisfy DL:
We note that soundness is also preserved by substitution composition, and also that every substitution used in the semantics is sound. The disjoint-label healthiness condition predicate is ground, so DL distributes through sequential composition DL(P ; Q) = DL(P ) ; DL(Q)
The label exclusivity invariant mentions dynamic observables ls and ls , so we only get a weaker form of distributivity: LE(P ) ; LE(Q) = LE(LE(P ) ; LE(Q)) (44) = LE(P ; LE(Q)) (45)
Actions
The core of the UTCP semantics is the notion of a labelled atomic action A(E|a|N ). It is enabled when E ⊆ ls, and if "chosen" to execute, performs a state change s → s that is consistent with the relation a. The semantics of any command reduces to a tree of disjunctions of these, wrapped in the healthiness conditions at every level. The effect of WwW is to perform lots of sequential compositions of these with themselves. What is of considerable importance, consequently, is how labelled atomic actions interact with sequential composition. We start by considering an action composed with itself:
All atomic actions in the semantics use labelled actions that satisfy DL, in which case we have E∩N = ∅. For these actions the above self-composition yields false.
If we consider the full semantics for a :
DL(LE (WwW(A(in|a|out) ))) then the computation of A(in|a|out) 2 required by WwW is false, because we have invariant {in|g|out}, and so are all the subsequent compositions. So WwW(A(in|a|out)) becomes II ∨ A(in|a|out), giving the result:
Unfortunately, our labelled atomic actions are not closed under sequential composition, except under certain conditions, the most notable being when the two actions have no labels in common. In most cases however, we have to introduce an extended form, that differentiates between the enabling labels (E) and those then removed (R). Our basic labelled action is then defined setting R = E.
We can calculate that the composition of two extended actions is an extended action, provided the label-sets involved satisfy certain conditions that basically ensure that the second action is enabled after the first one runs.
Here we introduce sequential composition restricted to s and s :
ii ; s a = a = a ; s ii (51)
The result for composing two original atomic actions to produce an extended one is then easily obtained.
We finish actions by noting that ground substitutions distribute into their labels:
A(E|a|N )γ = A(Eγ|a|N γ) · A-gamma-subs · X(E|a|R|A)γ = X(Eγ|a|Rγ|Aγ)
Invariants
Healthiness conditions DL and LE introduce invariants such as {in|g|out}, [in|g|out] and/or [in|g|out] . The execution of an atomic action cannot alter the truth of the first one, but it can effect the other two. We require atomic action commands, including control-flow actions, to preserve the LE invariant. For basic atomic actions, this is straightforward, and we can show it holds under any sound substitution ς, which covers all the uses of atomic actions as sub-components of composite commands.
Finally, given extended actions X 1 and X 2 , we have a law about how they interact with law invariants (I 1 and I 2 ):
Given that invariants are preserved, as a result of careful theory construction, we might ask if they can be dropped to simplify matters, especially LE whose distributivity is limited. Unfortunately, we can't omit them, as they are very useful when doing calculations. It turns out that every instance of X(. . . ) that is left over, can be converted back into an equivalent instance of A(. . . ), because the invariant gives extra information to allow this simplification. A canonical example of this is X(L 1 |a|L 1 , L 2 |L 3 ) given invariant [L 1 |L 2 | . . . ]. The action is enabled if L 1 ⊆ ls, removes L 1 and L 2 from ls, and adds in L 3 . However the invariant forbids L 2 from being in ls when this action is enabled, so the removal of L 2 is superfluous. So when enabled, the above action is equivalent to X(L 1 |a|L 1 |L 3 ), which is the same as A(L 1 |a|L 3 ), by Eqn. 48.
Outer Algebras
The notion of Concurrent Kleene Algebra (CKA) (A, +, * , ; , * , ; , 0, 1) is being put forward as a baseline for the semantics of all programming languages [16] , and is defined as a bi-Kleene algebra over concurrent monoid (A, * , ; , 1, ≤). In that paper, a following rough correspondence between CKA operators and those of CSP are given: + is non-deterministic choice, ; is sequential composition, * is some form of parallelism, ≤ is refinement, 1 is SKIP, 0 is miracle, and the circled operators are iterated parallel and sequential composition. The command language does not have all of those operators, and so we cannot claim that its semantics forms a CKA. If we define Here we discuss how we might proceed to prove that these laws are a consequence of our semantics. The best approach is to explore simple examples of the above laws using atomic actions. We will consider the follow three in order, chosen to reveal key issues we have to tackle.
The semantics of parallel can be pictured as per Figure 2 on p5. The instantiation of this for both sides of the parallel commutativity law example (Eqn. 59) are shown in Figures 4 and 5 . We can see that the only difference is that the gN x labels have been swapped around. This suggests that we should either ignore the particular labels and just look at the structure, of perhaps assume that any bijective mapping of labels has no effect on behaviour. When we consider the associativity of sequencing (Eqn. 60), the two sides are shown in Figures 6. and 7. Again there is an obvious one-to-one mapping from labels that makes them equivalent. Fig. 7. ( a ;; b ) ;; c . Things get more complicated when we compare the diagrams (Figures 8  and 9 ) for the third example, the idempotence of choice (Eqn. 61). This requires more thought: only one of the atomic actions in the lefthand side will run. Unlike the parallel example, where the "production" of both g1 and g2 result from the consumption of in, here we have have two distinct "edges" from label in, so once in is in ls, both edges are enabled, but only one is chosen non-deterministically, so either g1 or g2 are enabled, but not both. As in will be removed from ls, so there is no immediate chance of the other option being enabled. What we have to realise is that control-flow actions are important but from an external observer's perspective, as long as they are well-behaved, the precise details do not matter. In effect this means that our notion of similarity of these graphs needs to be based on a form of bijection-like relation between non-empty sets of labels, where sets being related may not have the same size. The bijection-like aspect would arise in that if L 1 and L 2 are related, then none of the elements of either set may occur in any other pair of related sets. In this example we would propose the relation:
{({in, g1 , g2 }, {in}), ({ g1: , g2: , out}, {out})}
The upshot of all of this, is that on possible plan to prove the laws has two steps: the first is to show that the laws always induce pairs of graphs like the above related by some relational bijection. The second is to show that these graphs induce the behaviour that results from calculating with the semantics.
There is another alternative to be considered: the UTCP semantics define predicates, but their structure is very graph-like. We can view the labelled nodes as vertices of the graph, and labelled actions as action-labelled edges connecting a set of "input" vertices to a set of "output" vertices. We can imagine a vertex coloured black or white to indicate if its label is present in ls. With this graph interpretation of the denotational semantics (predicate) rules, we should be able to produce an operational semantics. This may provide an alternative route to proving the laws.
Related Work
The most obvious use of inner algebras in UTP can be found in those theories, usually of concurrency, that make use of trace observations. We can find these in the UTP book, for example the definition of the trace merge operator [15, Defn 8.19, p203] . We also see a variant of it used in Circus [19] . It is particulary notable in any work adding time to traces, such as Circus-time [22] , "slotted"-Circus [7, 13, 14] , and recent work on trace algebras being used for hybrid semantics [10] . A particularly interesting example of inner algebras and laws, comes from work mechanising UTP in Isabelle/HOL [12] . In this, the traditional pre/post divide becomes a pre/peri/post divide, in which the behaviours when waiting for an external event are captured as distinct peri-conditions [11] . Certain idioms commonly used when defining pre-, peri-, and post-conditions are abstracted out and shown to obey useful laws. These prove to be very valuable for high speed automated proof.
Conclusions
While describing work to develop and validate a denotational semantics for the command language in UTP, we have discovered the value of algebra as a tool to help develop such theories. This has been driven by the need to manage the complexity inherent in the underlying semantic domains. It is particularly helpful when the area has conceptual difficulties, and you need healthiness conditions, such as WwW, that are highly counter-intuitive. The need for some automation to help assess emerging theories drove the development of the "UTP calculator" described in [5] . What became very clear from that work is that good algebra design leads to very effective and fast calculation, with a lot of scope for automation. The calculator can have been considered a stop-gap measure, but has inspired a complete re-design of the Saoithín/UTP2 theorem prover, originally described in [3, 4] . This new version, being developed at https://github.com/andrewbutterfield/reasonEq will support both proof and calculation, with scope for considerable automation.
